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Problem: Transport Ossification
• Existing transport protocols are globally deployed:
• Can’t expect quick evolution of a network used by billions
• TCP and UDP will be strongly conserved

• But – desire to change transport, to better meet application needs
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The TCP Straightjacket
• Compatible evolution of TCP significantly constrained – too much
infrastructure “understands” TCP protocol to permit changes

• UDP provides minimal services – but offers few constraints
• Alternative protocols not deployable

• For the transport to evolve in ways that differ from the TCP model,
must tunnel over UDP
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Enabling a UDP Substrate
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• Layering new transport sub-layer over UDP is conceptually straight-forward
• Complexity is not in the layering, it’s in defining the new transport protocols;
enabling flexible composition of transport services under a coherent API
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Enabling Future Transport Services (1)
• Goal → raise the datagram API to support transport service
composition and reduce implementation complexity

• What transport services to support in future protocols?
• End-to-end security – while maintaining ease of management
• NAT traversal and connection racing → as a generic service
• Lower latency, avoiding HoL blocking
• Alternative congestion control algorithms and ECN
• Quality of service, active queue management, partial reliability
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Enabling Future Transport Services (2)
• Goal → raise the datagram API to support transport service
composition and reduce implementation complexity

• How to compose services and develop new systems?
• Correctness of implementation → security and robustness
• Ease of transport service composition, validation against specification, clean
specification of policy

• Integrate with higher-level systems languages → Go, Rust, Swift, …
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address. Connecting a UDP socket causes the socket to pass
ICMP errors up to the application. Connections have no side
effects on the wire, offering only a shortcut to applications by
using the explicit connected address for datagrams [3].
The UDP API offers only a few methods to access its minimal services. Applications can create a socket, look up a host,
connect, set options and send and receive data, represented by
the pseudo-code for a typical client in Listing 1.

and typically run in a client-server manner. The connect(),
listen(), and accept() API fits this use case cleanly,
and is straightforward for Network Address Port Translation
(NAPT) or firewall traversal: ports are opened in response
to outgoing connection establishment packets, for the 5-tuple
representing the connection; the traffic is inspected to ensure
it looks like the corresponding protocol; and the connection is
closed when a FIN is seen (or after a timeout).
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names
to IPconnectivity,
addressesTURN
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relays as dynamically configured proxies for UDP [9] or
TCP [10] flows, the Interactive Connectivity Establishment
(ICE)Limited
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consistency
in option
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between
different
protocol
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the same
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as a path
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socket• API,
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options
to trigger
• Use
Support
for of
multiple
interfaces:
Anactions
application running
setsockopt(socket, IPPROTO_IP, IP_ADD_MEMBERSHIP, …)
on a multihomed host has to account for the presence of
multiple interfaces and that those interfaces will vary in
properties and connectivity over time (mobility). The present
API does not make it easy for applications to discover the
local interfaces or their properties, it requires application
7
level methodologies to discover what is working. Applications

What does the Sockets API do?
int main()
{
int sockfd, rv, numbytes;
struct addrinfo hints, *servinfo, *p;

}

hints.ai_family = AF_UNSPEC;
hints.ai_socktype = SOCK_DGRAM;
if ((rv = getaddrinfo(argv[1], SPORT, &hints, &
servinfo)) != 0) {
fprintf(stderr, "getaddrinfo: %s\n",
gai_strerror(rv));
return 1;
}
while (true) {
if ((numbytes = sendto(sockfd, "hello",
strlen("hello"), 0,
p->ai_addr, p->ai_addrlen)) == -1) {
perror("talker: sendto");
exit(1);
}
if ((numbytes = recvfrom(sockfd, buf,
MAXBUFLEN-1 , 0,
(struct sockaddr *)&their_addr, &
addr_len)) == -1) {
perror("recvfrom");
exit(1);
}
}
close(sockfd);
return 0;

Listing 1. Example of a client application using the UDP Socket API. (The
example client, looks up the remote host, chooses an IP address and settles
into a loop of sending and receiving data until the application completes.)

An application may modify protocol options via the
setsockopt/getsockopt API calls. These provide the
only way to interact with the lower networking stack. Commonly used options allow control of the differentiated services
code point (DSCP) used, setting the ECN field, setting the hop
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count for the IP datagram, the link maximum transmission unit
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What Transport Services are Missing?
Datagram API lacks critical features needed
for new protocols

•
•
•
•

Establishing connectivity
Support for multiple interfaces
Control over QoS and reliability
Congestion control
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What Transport Services are Missing?
Datagram API lacks critical features needed
for new protocols

•
•
•
•

Establishing connectivity
Support for multiple interfaces
Control over QoS and reliability
Congestion control

• connect(), listen(), accept() suitable

for connection-oriented client-server protocols

• Unsuitable for peer-to-peer NAT traversal
• No support for probing connectivity via STUN, TURN, ICE

• No connection racing
• No support happy eyeballs IPv6 transition strategy

• Generically, no path layer features
• No help discovering, probing, and gaining consent for use
of path(s) from source to receiver
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What Transport Services are Missing?
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•
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• Interfaces can have radically different properties
• Present API doesn’t make these easy to discover;
applications must probe to determine what works
• No way to determine if information gathered on an
interface is valid on any other interface (e.g., DNS
lookup results)

• Hard to portably determine valid interfaces, and
changes to interface availability

• Complicates NAT traversal, connection racing

• No systems support for migrating traffic flows
between network interfaces
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What Transport Services are Missing?
Datagram API lacks critical features needed
for new protocols

•
•
•
•

Establishing connectivity
Support for multiple interfaces
Control over QoS and reliability
Congestion control

• TCP provides a reliable, ordered, byte-stream
subject to HoL blocking – no flexibility in API

• Datagram API exposes best effort IP service,

but no help with (partial) reliability, ordering, or
framing
• Limited support for ECN use with datagrams
• Limited support for QoS use with datagrams –how
to determine what code points work?
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What Transport Services are Missing?
Datagram API lacks critical features needed
for new protocols

•
•
•
•

Establishing connectivity
Support for multiple interfaces
Control over QoS and reliability
Congestion control

• TCP assumes congestion control occurs below

API, and doesn’t expose behaviour or offer any
controls

• Datagram service requires congestion control

be implemented above the API, with no support
and no visibility into send/receive queues
• No support for cooperation between congestion controller,
transport, and application – needed to ensure low-latency
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What Transport Services are Missing?
Datagram API lacks critical features needed
for new protocols

•
•
•
•

Establishing connectivity
Support for multiple interfaces
Control over QoS and reliability
Congestion control

Clear the current API is too low level – doesn’t meet needs of applications or help
implementors of new transport protocol layers
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Principles for Raising the Datagram API
• Follow four principles when revising the API:
• An application using the new API that does nothing new should receive
similar service to that of the Sockets API

• Commonly needed functions should be placed below the API when these
can be automated – do not require application decisions

• Functions where the preference can be expressed as a policy can also be
placed below the API

• Functions that rely on application algorithms or detailed knowledge of tradeoffs related to data should be implemented above the API

• Ensures continuity of behaviour, avoids surprises, while allowing
transport evolution
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interface is starting to show its age. It provides a poor API
for many important features, and requires applications to implement other features in their entirity. To address these issues
libraries can be integrated into an application, but integrating
such a library requires modifications to the code base, and
the libraries event model has to be made compatible with
the application. Supporting each and any new feature means
the application has to integrate more with libraries that help
support them, with a corresponding increase in complexity and
maintenance costs. A new, standard, API is needed.

the application together with system wide properties. Turning
these into concrete actions requires a policy system to select
protocol mechanisms, help discover interfaces and inform
parameter choices. For example, a video streaming application
could request properties that indicate a minimum capacity
required for the datagram service and QoS preferences to
minimise latency while constraining cost. Listing 2 shows an
example JSON policy file that indicates a QoS Live Video
precedence.

Below the Datagram API – Policies and State
• Higher-layers pass abstract policy

{

III. R AISE THE DATAGRAM API
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•
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…
We use the following principles to guide our choice of which
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control state
• Last should
functions
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below the Datagram
API:
An applicationfeature
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new API that does nothing new,
• 1)Destination
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of the socket API.
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the API
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howapplication
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3) Functions where the preference can be expressed as a
policy can also be placed below the API.
4) Functions that rely on application algorithms or detailed
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}

"transport": [
{
"value": "Datagram", "precedence": 1
},
],
"qos": [
{
"value": "Interactive Video", "precedence":
1
},
{
"value": "Live Video", "precedence": 2
}
]
"network": [
{
"value": "cost", "precedence": 1
},
{
"value": "capacity", "precedence": 2
}
]
Listing 2. Example JSON file describing a NEAT Abstract Policy

To provide network context for functions below the API, information needs to be gathered about the properties of network
paths, and network service interfaces. This knowledge base can
be related to policy and application requirements to enable the
application to rely on the system making good choices about
how to use the network. At the simplest level, this implies
understanding of available network service interfaces – by
gathering information (e.g., MTU, line rate, address) about
local physical and virtual interfaces (e.g., across tunnels or
source addresses that bind to provisioning domains).
TCP maintains information about the paths that have been
used from an endpoint, and similar data may be collected for
15
use by UDP – such as the path MTU, capacity recently used,

Below the Datagram API – Mechanisms
• Policies bind to concrete protocol features and transports
• DSCP, ECN, IP addresses, network interfaces, congestion controllers, etc.
• TCP, UDP, SCTP, …
• Push new transport implementations below the API – UDP as
transport demultiplex
• Congestion control algorithms
• Reliability – retransmission, FEC
• Reordering
• PDU parsing and serialisation, framing
• Connection racing, probing for NAT traversal – driven by high level policy
• Asynchronous and event driven
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Implementation Approach
• Asynchronous, to match network behaviour
• Rich sharing of data across the API
• Application policies and preferences
• Queries of interface/path management data
• Jointly managed send and receive queues

• A higher-level API for applications… and, below that, a richer API
framework for transport services
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from standard mechanisms/algorithms, the details are often
linked to application design; applications have to provide their
own congestion control. This function is expected to remain
above the API. In contrast, the system below the API could
offer circuit breaker functions when required to control the
envelope of the capacity consumed by an application [3].
NAPT traversal could be automated for simple cases, but
many applications need complex processing to finally select
amongst a set of transport candidates. This is often complicated by the need to interact with rendezvous points, signalling
An example
ofunderstand
the application
API: diintermediaries
and to
session-level negotiation
alogues. For these reasons more sophisticated applications are
policy
specification
– to
policy
manager
• JSON
likely
to continue
to utilise
ICE libraries
perform
the NAPT
component
below
traversal.
None-the-less
theAPI
availability of information from
below the API (such as speed, cost, reliability) can help select
• Asynchronous event loop – callback driven
candidates. The automation of path-related functions such as
keep-alive
path MTU discovery
can to
eliminate
features by
that
behaviour
be chosen
• Allowsandtransport
otherwise
would–need
be implemented
above
the API by
the stack
e.g.,to happy
eyeballs
connection
an application.
racing
The transport 5-tuple of source IP, port, destination IP, port
and transport protocol is used to identify datagrams forming
a flow. If an application is multi-homed or mobile between
multiple network interfaces the 5-tuple cannot be used to
identify the endpoint. Mobility between interfaces requires
context (including a connection_ID) beyond individual flows
and can outlive transport usage, and as such is primarily
an application function, although such mechanisms may take
advantage of context information gathered below the API.

a NEAT context, within which it then creates a NEAT flow,
using application policies passed in JSON to describe the
abstract properties it requires or desires. The Policy Manager
combines these policies with a global configured policy to
inform its decisions, e.g., to generate a list of transport
candidates. The NEAT Characteristic Information Base (CIB)
is populated with information about the network interfaces and
paths allowing decisions to also consider network, path and
transport statistics.

C. Traversing the Datagram API

Rather than an imperative polling-based socket API, an application uses a callback-based API to access the NEAT
System. It therefore needs to provide a set of callback handlers for each NEAT Flow. In Listing 3, the application
sets up the on_writeable callback. The application calls
neat_connect with the name and port of a listening server.

Example: The NEAT API
•

Some functions require cooperation between the application
and transport to be effective, and straddle the Datagram API.
An example might be congestion control for an interactive
video conference. This has strict timing constraints: audio
frames must be sent every 20ms and video frames every 1/60th
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static struct neat_flow_operations ops;
static struct neat_ctx *ctx = NULL;
static struct neat_flow *flow = NULL;
ctx = neat_init_ctx()
flow = neat_new_flow(ctx)
prop = "(see Listing 2)";
neat_set_property(ctx, flow, &prop)
ops.on_writable = on_writable;
ops.on_readable = on_readable;
ops.on_error = on_error;
neat_set_operations(ctx, flow, &ops)
neat_open(ctx, flow, hostname, port)
neat_start_event_loop(ctx, NEAT_RUN_DEFAULT);
static neat_error_code
on_writable( struct neat_flow_operations *opCB)
{
neat_write(opCB->ctx, opCB->flow, buf)
return NEAT_OK;
}
static neat_error_code
on_readable( struct neat_flow_operations *opCB)
{
neat_read(opCB->ctx, opCB->flow, buf)
return NEAT_OK;
}
Listing 3. NEAT Example Application listing
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Raising the Datagram API to Support Protocol Evolution
• We propose raising the datagram

API to allow specification of policy
and transport services

• Give the protocol stack flexibility to
fulfil application needs via different
transports

Application
Application

Datagram API

Socket API

Transport

UDP Transport

Transport
Demux

IP

IP

Policy
Manager

CIB

Fig. 1. Stack Evolution: Left, The traditional socket API. Right, A new
Datagram API utilising Policy and Transport-layer Demultiplexing

and enable
composition
• Post Sockets APIs must raise the level of abstraction
VI. L OOKING
TO THE F UTURE

of transport services – raising the datagram
API is but a first essential step
The network has become ossified and experience has shown
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it has been virtually impossible to deploy transport protocols
with different IP protocol numbers. TCP development requires
modifications in operation system kernels, needing a large
effort for the developer to deploy enhancements. The time
required to have enough hosts running an enhancement to see
a benefit impedes iteration times.
Accordingly, new protocol development is happening on top
of UDP (Figure 1, left stack). This has several advantages.
First, and most critically, it enables the permissionless endto-end deployment of new transports: UDP has wide enough
deployment that it can be expected to work in most networks.
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Secondly, a UDP demultiplexing substrate introduces minimal
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